Out "Caring"
the Competition
“In an era when companies
see online support as a way
to shield themselves from
costly interactions with their
customers, it’s time to
consider an entirely different
approach: building human-

Being Human Is Good Business
If you’ve contacted our Customer Care line, and been greeted by a friendly, helpful
live person instead of a robot voice or automated e-mail reply, you know that CMA
is different. Showing customers we care by taking the time to talk to them, be that
by e-mail or phone, is a very important part of our business.
CMA offers our homeowners a personal interaction with trained, courteous
professionals and a prompt response to e-mail. Recently, we have gone even further
to improve our customer service by adding staff and refining processes that
concentrate on extraordinary customer service. We are so proud of our Customer
Care team as one of the outstanding examples of how CMA connects with customers.
Being human is worth it!
Sincerely,
Judi M. Phares - CMCA®, PCAM® Publisher

centric customer service
through great people and
clever technology….”
– Kristin Smaby

This short video explains more ways that CMA Cares

Caring for Our Customers
CMA is driven by a different business philosophy: Being Human is
Good Business. So a staffing question might be framed as: How many
human beings are needed in Customer Care to enable our customers
to connect with a representative to help them?
Within the past year as we have grown, our Customer Care team has
almost doubled in size. More than half of our call representatives are
bilingual. By adding a Customer Care Administrator, who handles the
daily Customer Care emails, ACH requests and welcome letters, we
have freed up the time of the Customer Care Representatives to focus
on delivering quality customer service to every owner who calls our
Customer Care line.

CMA considers this an investment, not a cost.
Call handling is not outsourced to a third party call center. Human
beings answer your calls and respond to your voice mail and
e-mail requests. When a call must be referred, CMA
Customer Care representatives know the appropriate
staff member in our regional and corporate offices.
As an in-house resource, this team understands our
industry and our client’s needs.

Introducing CMA’s
Customer Care
Team
The Customer Care team is
available to all owners
Monday through Friday from
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

972-943-2828

Answering Calls for Help
Many homeowners have questions about their HOA or need assistance with their
account. Actually, on an average day about 250 owners call or e-mail our Customer
Care team. Representatives consult a database that is regularly updated with hundreds
of facts about more than 200 communities CMA manages. Answers to the most frequently
asked questions from owners are literally at their fingertips.
So feel free to ask us: When are my association assessments due? I want to report a street
light that’s burned out. When does the pool open? Is my neighbor allowed to park an RV in
his driveway?

Emergency after hours:

972-824-5159
We’re here to serve you.

A Continuous Quest for Quality
Continuous feedback is a part of our culture, and an important part of maintaining and
improving CMA's customer service experience. Each call to CMA's Customer Care
team is tracked via a call log that is posted to the owner’s account. As well, each call or
email to Customer Care generates a satisfaction survey to be emailed to the owner. The
feedback from these surveys is reviewed by the Customer Care supervisor and CMA's
executives regularly.
We appreciate your feedback, so that we can address your concerns promptly and make
improvements. That’s how we get to know you and serve you better the next time you
might need us.
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Feedback
from
Our Fans

“Diane answered all of my questions...
courteous, quick and concise! What really
impressed me was the follow-up I got
from Lisa, responding to an e-mail I sent
Lori Jo. Great team work!!!!"

“The customer care representative I
spoke with was very courteous and
extremely helpful!”

“I was very pleased with the service I
received that day and by the response
time of another person that I needed to
contact as well.”

“My issue was easily and readily
resolved...The agent handled my needs
with great efficiency and timeliness.”

“I am always treated very well and
appreciate the demeanor of the associates
when I call in for assistance.”

“Would just like to say that the
Customer Care rep was very
helpful in addressing my issue.
Once I figured out I had errored;
I called and left her a voicemail
indicating my error and to
update her. She had no need or
expectation to follow-up; yet she
did follow-up within an hour of
my voicemail.”

“Your company does a great job
professionally, and is very
compassionate when an individual
is struggling with finances.”

“I had an issue and within 24
hours they resolved it. I thought
it was going to take much longer
than that.”

Can you see why
we beam with
pride when
customers
compliment our
service?

Great People
and Clever
Technology
"Memorable customer
service can only take place
in a human-to-human
situation."
Jeffrey Gitomer, Author and
Professional Speaker

Good Morning Email to the Team
In order to treat each customer with the personal attention they deserve, our
representatives strive to be quick and efficient when assisting owners.
The tone for that service is set with a daily human communications and visible call
status tracking by the Customer Care Manager. The Customer Care Manager sends
out a daily good morning email summarizing critical information: the call numbers
from the previous day, any important items to take note of, such as gate or pool
malfunctions, managers who are out of the office that day and their coverage person.
This helps representatives deliver great service and keep a friendly attitude top of mind.

Customer Care Call Board
Representatives answer calls to the main customer service lines, the phone queue.
Our Call Board displays in real time what’s happening with our customers’
experience; for example, how many calls have been answered, how many
representatives are handling calls or how long a position has been idle.
The call board numbers and
reports are tools to help CMA better
manage the human
interactions that customers
require to solve their
problems.

Equipped for Efficiency
Dual computer monitors allow each representative to
easily navigate between screens, for example, looking at
an owner's account in our system, and taking a payment,
then toggling between screens to make notations in a call
log, which automatically links to an owner's account as a
record of the phone call.

Giving Client Options
Sophisticated call center software and a digital telephone
system enable callers who don’t reach a representative to
automatically hear a Hold message. They are prompted
with the expected wait time in the call queue, and offered
options to leave a message, call back later or send an e-mail.

Our Customer Care Story
We wanted to share our Customer Care story,
because we believe talking to great people
(equipped with clever technology) makes a
difference to homeowners. Whether owners are
paying their HOA dues or asking a question about
their community, they reach professionals who
listen and address their needs personally. That’s
rare in our industry. And it’s just one of the many
ways that CMA cares.
Thanks for allowing us to serve you.
Your CMA Management Team
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